9 Ways Hiring a PPC Manager
will SAVE You Money

Is it time to start paying a little to save a lot?
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9 Ways a PPC Manager Will SAVE You money

INTRODUCTION

“How can spending money save me money?”
Yes it may seem counterintuitive that hiring and paying someone to run your
AdWords campaign can save you money but it’s true!

The skills and proven strategies that our PPC Managers have mean that:
1. Your PPC Campaign will get the most return for its dollar AND
2. You don’t need to develop the skill in house or take time away from doing
what your business does best.

Read through the following reasons why hiring a PPC Manager can be more costeffective than having managing a PPC Campaign in house.
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REASON 1

They will know how to choose the best keywords.
Difference between browsing and buying keywords.
A PPC Manager knows the difference between phrases people search for when they are just
starting to search and phrases people search for when they are ready to buy. Which type of
searcher would you rather pay for?

Most cost effective keywords.
A PPC Manager will find a healthy balance between keyword phrases that get a huge search
volume yet cost a lot and keyword phrases that don’t get searched on as often and cost less.
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REASON 2

They will implement and test conversion tracking.
Stop paying for keywords that don’t get traffic.
A PPC Manager will be able to pinpoint the keywords that just don’t perform as well as others.

Stop paying for ad copy with lower conversion rates.
A PPC Manager can track which ads attract more traffic and will continue tweaking and
revamping ad copy so that you can maximize conversion rates.

Stop paying for ad campaigns that don’t generate revenue.
A PPC Manager can track new leads and purchases as a result of any Ad Campaign. A PPC
Manager will then recommend which campaigns work the best and are earning the most
revenue.
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REASON 3

They will write the best performing ad copy.
Not all ads are the same.
Even the smallest changes to text can make a huge difference in click through rates and the
type of visitors you will attract.

Crafting great ad copy.
PPC Managers are experienced in writing ad copy that works and are used to staying within the
confining character limits.
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REASON 4

They will help create and optimize landing pages.
Clicks do not equal sales.
Paying for a visitor is easy but getting that visitor to convert (buy, give their phone number, sign
up) is much harder. If you can’t get the paid visitor to convert your dollar is wasted.

Turn clickers into buyers.
A PPC Manager will help you design and implement landing pages that get your visitors to take
the action you want them to. Making tweaks along the way a PPC Manager will make sure you
get the most money out what you’re paying for Paid Search traffic.
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REASON 5

They can use advanced settings for your ad campaigns.
Ad Extensions
A PPC Manager can help you get ad extensions which show extra information about your
business. Some can be added manually and help improve your visibility, get a better clickthrough-rate and improve ROI.

Geographic Targeting
The answer will tell you the difference between an SEO that takes a paint by numbers approach
and one that looks at your website to determine exactly what it is your site specifically needs.
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REASON 6

They can use remarketing to increase your exposure.
What is remarketing?
Remarketing allows you to show ads to users who’ve previously visited your website as they
browse the web. The idea is that the more a potential customer is exposed to your brand and
messaging over time the more likely they are to become a customer.

Regain lost visitors.
A PPC Manager may use remarketing to gain back visitors who have left your website in the
past.
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REASON 7

They will maximize the impact of your SEO Campaign.
Increase organic click-through-rates.
A PPC Manager will work in conjunction with your SEO campaign to reinforce keywords that
already rank organically. Studies show that when you use Pay-Per-Click with SEO there are
synergies to be earned.
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REASON 8

They will manage your local and global exposure.
Grow your campaign over time.
A PPC Manager will help grow your exposure over time by setting where your ads are shown by
geographical region.

Grow your campaign by demographic.
A PPC Manager can also help you grow your campaign and reach new demographic markets as
you choose.
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REASON 9

They will track all costs and maximize ROAS (return on ad spend).
Reports of all ad costs.
A PPC Manager will compile a report that breaks down your entire ad spend by campaign and
ad group.

Track ROI (return on investment) for PPC.
By helping you assign a monetary value to each “conversion” you can compare the cost of each
ad group to the return you are getting. A PPC Manager will help you determine the most
profitable ads to continue running.
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EXTRA BENEFITS

Practical ways a PPC Manager make life easier for you.
You don’t have to deal with who will run the ads when your employee takes a vacation.
Our proven methods eliminate your guesswork.
Frees up your time to work on what you’re good at.
We’re always upgrading our skills so you don’t have to.
You don’t have to pay the costs of an additional employee to run a PPC Campaign.
You can easily turn off a campaign for a period of time without having to incur the
cost of an in house employee.
You don’t have to worry about whether the campaign is being run as efficiently as it
could be.
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Want to Speak with a PPC Manager?
We’d be happy to tell you more about our PPC Services and start piecing together
an PPC Campaign that will help your website get the traffic, leads and sales it deserves!

Call us today at 1-888-262-6687 to speak with one of our PPC Managers.
Request a call back using our Contact

Form.

Email our Consultants at Sales@1stonthelist.ca .
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More about 1st on the List
Over the past 15 years we have earned a strong reputation among the best in the industry for our best practices
that are guided by the belief that integrity and value are the key driving forces behind everything we do.
GET THE 1ST ON THE LIST ADVANTAGE

OUR VALUES
Results Oriented: Go the extra mile to achieve results, strive to
exceed goals and expectations and work to find solutions rather
than focus on challenges.
Customer Focus: Understand client needs and goals, listen to
what clients are saying, respond in a timely manner and
ultimately derive value from satisfied clients.
Teamwork: Share information and resources in order to achieve
outstanding results, be realistic and seek to understand others’
points of view and ideas.

Collaborative Teamwork: We work together with you to develop, shape
and achieve your online goals.
Forward Thinking: We stay ahead of the trends, using best practices and
preparing for the future.
Sustainable Results: We maintain our client’s success for long periods of
time, as long as 10 years!
Accountable Practices: We provide ROI and Goal Tracking along the way.

Flexibility: Keep the big picture and end result in mind, look for
new profitable opportunities and adapt practices to conform to
changing trends and Best Practices.
Innovation: Challenge conventional thinking and learn from past
experience and use it in the future.
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VISIT US!
201-33119 South Fraser Way
Abbotsford, BC V2S 2B1

CONTACT US!
888.262.6687
604.484.2334
contact@1stonthelist.ca

WWW.1STONTHELIST.CA

